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confusion of enslavement and frustration,!! will be the sole means
of uniting and implementing a thousand storms of resentment.
What possible rival can it have ? Fraudulent imitations
and falsifications may help the diffusion of its suggestions
rather than Binder its establishment. Given only a few
desperate men, sick with disgust at the tediums and pretences
of the Tewler life, and bored to fury by the vistas of aimless,
incessant and finally suicidal bloodshed ahead of them, in
which they personally can expect no gratification, and there
is no reason now why they by the measure of any previous
human experience should not put a new face upon reality
very rapidly indeed. They need not be idealists nor devotees
nor anything of that sort. If they belong to the school of
Mr F.'s aunt in David Copperfield> it is enough. " I hate a
fool," said the old lady.
The collaboration of these exasperated men will find •
infinitely more powerful means of ousting old ideas by new
ones than any previous revolutionaries. The Acts of the
Apostles were vocal, pedestrian and storm-tossed, and Chris-
tianity seeped and changed about the Roman world through
a long and confusing adolescence and was one thing here and
another there ; it took centuries to penetrate the countryside
(pagani) or reach the frontiers ; even the Marxist propaganda
was an affair of books, periodicals, smuggled leaflets, slogans,
small lecturing nuclei; but modern mechanism now, as it
has developed in the last third of a century, gives all that is
needed for a simultaneous diffusion of the same essential
ideas and the immediate correction of differences, from end
to end of the earth. Even an opposition suggestion spreads
at lightning speed, as the German propaganda shows, and
quite a small number of men in earnest and in unison could
wrench the whole world into acquiescence with a unifying
fundamental law.
And when we think of reconditioning the mind of mankind,
we need not be dismayed by a vision of ill-lit stuffy class-
rooms and millions of half-trained teachers struggling with
blackboard and tattered text-book to " teach" scores of
millions of children. In a world of plenty all that will be

